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THEORY EXAN{INATION (SEM-[Y) 201 6-17

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS-I

Time : 3 lfiours Mfr,x, Marks : 100

Nop : Be precise inyour answen In case of ru*nerical problem assume datawherevernot provided.

SECTION - A
1. Attempt the followingi l0x2=20

(a) Give an examptre of a structure where it is externally as well as internally

indeterminate?

Which method of analysis is suitable, if static indeterminacy is more than kinematic

indeterminacy?
What are the uses of influence lines?

Distinguiqh between influence line diagram and bending moment diagrarn-

Classify the arches based on materials, shapes and struchral systems?

Why arches are prefened than beams?

Write the forrhulae for area the centroid of the curve defined by y = kxn.

What is the advantage of con$ugate beam method over other method?

State Castigliano's first theorem?

Write the equation in terrn of strain energy, which is sufficient to determine the sfress in

case of propped cantilever beams?

2.

SECTION-B
Attcmpt any five parts of the following questions:

(b)

(c)

5xl0=50
(a) A simply supported beam has a span of 25m.Draw the influence line for shearing force

at a section lOm from one end and using this diagfam determine the maximum shearing

force due to the passage of a point load 5kl{ followed immediatoly by uniformly

disuibuted load of 2.4kN/m2 extending over a lengttr of 5m?

An uniformly disnibuted load of 40ktl/m and of leng*r 3 metres transverse acrcss the

span of simply supported length of l8 mefes. Compute the maximum bending moment

at 4m from the loft support and absolute bending moment.

A three hinged parabolic arch hinged at the supports and at the crown has a span of
24m and a central rise of 4m. It carries concentrated load of 501$[ at 18m from the left

support and udl of 30ki'Um over the left portion. Determine the normal thnrst,. radial

shear at a section 6 mehe from ttre Ieft hand support

Find the slope and deflection at the free end of a cantilever shown in figue by momeut

area mettrod. Moment area of AC is twice the inertia of BC.

(e) A beam ABCDE is l2m long and supports a load of 100kl.I at C, simply supported at A

and E. Portions AB=BC{D=DE=3M.Moment of inertia is I in the portion AB and DE

(d)



(f)

G)
(h)

and 2l in the portion BD. Determine the defleetioas at B and C by using conjugate
beam method.

A cantilever beam is of span 2m and is subjected to a concentrated load of 20kN at the
free end. The cross section of the beam is 100 x 200mm and E=30kN/mm2.Calculate
the slope and deflection of the beam at midspan. Use unit load method.
State and prove that the Castigliano's theorem.
(i) Define fatigue
(ii) What is the polar moment of inertia?
(iii) What is ursymmetrical bending?
(iv) what are the reasons for unsymmetrical bending occurring in the beams?

SECTIOI\- C
Attempt any two of the following questions: 2xL5=30
3. (a) A slmply supported beam with variable moment of inertia supports a uniformly

distributed load of w kN/m. Estimate the maximum deflection in a beam.

(b) Determine the slopes at supports and deflection under the load for the beam shown in
figure. Take young's modulus E as 210GPa, moment of inertia as 120 x 106 mma.Adopt
conjugate beam method.

(a) Calculate the deflection under the load for truss shown in figure. All the members are
have equal areas of 125Amm2 in cross-section and F,=200kNm2.

4.



-5.

O) A three hinged parabolic arch is shown in figure. Determine the normal thrust, radial

shear and bending moment at quarter span and draw BMD.

Figure shows a frame subjected to a load of 3.4kN.find the resultant stress at A and B.
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